Eltham High School
Purchasing the school managed bring your own device for 2023
The recommended method is to buy the approved device from JB HiFi Solutions for Education. JB HiFi
Education is a separate organisation from the JB HiFi retail stores.
JB HiFi Education have set up an Internet portal for the purchase of an approved Eltham High School
device.
The address of this portal is https://www.jbeducation.com.au/byod/
The password to access the portal is: EHS2023.
The portal takes the user through a number of steps.
1. Select A Student Program. (We only have one)
2. Choose a pickup option. Only one pickup option is offered - from Eltham High School - early
December
3. Select a device, Three price levels are offered: $1865.50, $1955.50 and $2392.50. Add the chosen
to the cart.
4. After you have added the chosen computer to the cart you are offered options.:
a. Nominate for Microsoft Surface Pro Extended Warranty (Up To 3 Years Cover). It takes the 2
years advance replacement warranty from 2 to 3 years. $81.00
b. Nominate for Microsoft Surface Pro Complete for Student (Extended Warranty + Accidental
Damage Protection, ADP Up To 3 Years)(2 Claims): $180.00**
The prices on the portal include: 2 years advanced replacement warranty*, a type cover, a Surface pen
and a protective case. Without the protective case the Surface Pro is quite fragile. A bump off a school
desk will break it without the protective case. The protective case has rubber bumpers on all corners.
* The advanced replacement warranty is not available from in-store purchases. Microsoft sends the
replacement before you have to return the old one. A replacement arrives much sooner and, in
many circumstances, the old computer can still be used in the meantime.
** The school’s experience indicates the ADP to be good value. We get many broken screens and some
students have made the two claims. There is no excess. With the advanced replacement model, the
time lost is greatly reduced and there is less interruption to the student’s learning. Less stress for
all. The normal repair cost for a Surface Pro is $639.00.
The Australian Securities and Investments Commission has introduced new regulations regarding
the sale of add-on insurance products. These regulations mean that there is required to be a 4 day
‘pause’ between the purchase of a device and any add-on insurance associated with that device.
(explained further on the portal)
The school’s IT Department facilitates all claims for warranty and insurance on computers
purchased through the portal.

